BUSTER BOOKS
CATALOGUE 2019
It’s been a busy year at Buster Books HQ, and we’re so excited and proud to share our 2019 list with you. As always, we have set out to create titles that will spark imagination, satisfy curious minds and be enjoyed by children everywhere.

Our picture book list launches with a ROAR in the spring with the arrival of *The Dinosaur Department Store* – a stomping story that will appeal to any dino-loving, adventurous reader.

Kids can become eco-warriors with *Guardians of the Planet*, produced in partnership with ClientEarth, and *The Big Green Activity Book*. These interactive titles explore environmental issues and provide a springboard for action. Beyond planet Earth, readers can join Dr Maggie Aderin-Pocock on a captivating journey through space in her *Grand Tour of the Solar System*.

*Rise Up* shares the empowering stories of ordinary girls and boys from around the world. And over in the animal kingdom, *The Book of Animal Superheroes* tells true-life tales of extraordinary animals.

The Magical Unicorn Society throws open its doors once again, with *The Golden Unicorn and Other Stories* and we satisfy the keenest of puzzle masters with the brand new *Bright Sparks* series and additions to the bestselling *Brain Games for Clever Kids*.

We hope you enjoy our 2019 list – dive in and have fun!
Eliza Jane isn’t your average child. Instead of a cute, fluffy bunny, she has her heart firmly set on a prehistoric pet. Join Eliza Jane and her parents on a marvellous magical tour of their local dinosaur department store. From huge, stomping sauropods stretching their necks to a pair of loved-up Ankylosaurs called Maud and Frank, there are plenty of amazing dinosaurs for Eliza Jane to choose from. But this wild child is hatching a fantastic plan of her own...

With the rich and vivid art of bestselling illustrator Richard Merritt and a witty rhyming text by picture-book author Lily Murray, this truly wild picture book will appeal to dino-loving, adventurous children everywhere.

Lily Murray grew up in the wilds of snowy nowhere, spending much of her time talking to animals and making up stories. She has continued to do this in her adult life, and now writes both fiction and non-fiction books for children. Her titles for Frances Lincoln Children’s Books include Hello, Hot Dog!, Once Upon a Magic Book and The People Awards. Other recent titles include Dinosaurium for Big Picture Press and the bestselling No Worries and Disney Classics Series for Studio Press. Follow Lily on Instagram and Twitter @lilymurraybooks.

Richard Merritt has been an illustrator for 15 years after graduating from Central Saint Martin's college of Art and Kingston University. His intricately detailed illustrations have become a staple of the bestselling Art Therapy and Menagerie series, and has led to television appearances. The Dinosaur Department Store is his first picture book.
MAYBE THE MOON

Maybe the Moon tells the story of Eric, a little boy who loves life in his forest home with his animal friends for company. When he moves to the city, he sets about searching for happiness in a strange new environment.

The book features Frances Ives’ beautiful illustrations and a gentle rhyming refrain that will enchant children and adults alike. The jacketed-hardback edition is an exquisite production and both formats feature a twinkling silver-foil finish on the moon.

1 2 3 ANTEATER STUCK UP A TREE

A CURIOUS COUNTING BOOK

On every page of this cute, characterful counting book, children are encouraged to spot and count all of the animals that turn up to help an anteater down to safety.

With rhyming text and a sweet narrative that builds to a playful ending, this is a fun and quirky way to introduce kids to the numbers 1 to 10 and the amazing animal kingdom.

MY LITTLE BOOK OF BIG FREEDOMS

THE HUMAN RIGHTS ACT IN PICTURES

We all want a good life, to have fun and to be safe. For this to happen, we need to look after each other and stand up for basic human rights that we often take for granted. Through stunning illustrations, Chris Riddell brings 16 different freedoms to life, offering a wonderful way to explore important values with young children.

In partnership with Amnesty International this little book shows why our human rights are so important – they help to keep us safe. Every day.

CLEVER BABIES LOVE ART

We all want a good life, to have fun and to be safe. For this to happen, we need to look after each other and stand up for basic human rights that we often take for granted. Through stunning illustrations, Chris Riddell brings 16 different freedoms to life, offering a wonderful way to explore important values with young children.

In partnership with Amnesty International this little book shows why our human rights are so important – they help to keep us safe. Every day.

250 x 172mm • 32pp • Full colour
FOLLOW ME

**PLAY FOR LITTLE HANDS**

Follow, point, press!
Toddlers are invited to interact with the bright, playful artwork to complete simple activities using their fingers. Follow the wiggly dog to pat him on the head, help the butterflies get to the flowers and lots more. With tactile embossing on every page, this book is perfect for encouraging the development of fine motor skills.

ISBN 9781910552803

£6.99 • Board book • 178 x 178mm • 14pp • Full colour

---

KAHLO’S KOALAS

**THE GREAT ARTISTS COUNTING BOOK**

Discovering art is as easy as 1, 2, 3!
This quirky counting book introduces the youngest readers to their first concepts of counting, animals and art appreciation.

From Picasso’s pandas to Kandinsky’s kangaroos, *Kahlo’s Koalas* features a selection of arty animals to count, each in the style of a world-famous artist.

ISBN 9781910552889

£7.99 • Hardback • 200 x 200mm • 32pp • Full colour

---

Lucie Sheridan is an illustrator and screen printer based in Bristol. Alongside making and selling her own prints and greetings cards throughout the UK, her recent clients include Penguin Books, Conran Designs and Heals.

---

Grace Helmer is a Brighton-born, London-based illustrator. A graduate of Camberwell College of Art and winner of the V&A Student Illustrator of the Year 2013, her work has appeared in the Independent, Vogue (US), The Washington Post and Marie Claire (France), among other publications. She is a member of illustration collective Day Job Studio.
NEW

GUARDIANS OF THE PLANET
HOW TO BE AN ECO HERO

This environmentally positive book contains everything kids need to become guardians of the planet. From composting food and reducing water waste to reusing clothes and giving wildlife a helping hand, this fun and proactive mix of facts, activities and tips will encourage readers to engage with environmental problems and inspire them to take care of our incredible world.

Printed using eco-friendly inks and developed in partnership with ClientEarth, an environmental law organization committed to securing a healthy planet. With a foreword by Brian Eno.

Jonathan Woodward is an environmentally friendly wildlife and natural history illustrator. He specializes in a cut-paper collage style both with recycled magazines and digitally.

Clive Gifford is an award-winning author of over 200 books, specializing in engaging and entertaining non-fiction for children and young adults. His books have won Children’s Choice, TES Book of the Year, The Sainsbury’s Children’s Book of the Year, NAPPA Gold Star and Smithsonian awards. He has a lifelong interest in geopolitics, ecology and the environment.
Join Dr Maggie Aderin-Pocock on an epic journey through the Solar System – visiting planets, moons and asteroids, and travelling to places where no human has been before.

Along the way, readers can discover how we could live on Mars, learn about the hunt for a mysterious super-Earth, climb the tallest mountain in the Solar System and much, much more. From spotting solar flares on the Sun to exploring objects at the edge of the icy Oort Cloud, this fun, action-packed book leaves no question unanswered and no meteorite unturned.

With striking illustrations by Chelen Écija.

Dr Maggie Aderin-Pocock (MBE) is a space scientist, TV presenter and author, whose passion is presenting science to a general audience.

To share her love of science, Maggie set up her own company, Science Innovation Ltd. Through this, she conducts ‘Tours of the Universe’, introducing school children and adults to the wonders of space. She has given these talks to over 60,000 people across the globe (30,000 of whom have been school children in the UK). Maggie is the well-known presenter of The Sky At Night (BBC Four).
William balanced on top of the tower that he had built from wood and bamboo. It was a strange-looking contraption. It had an old bicycle wheel attached to the top, a large fan alongside it, and various other machine parts. A gust of wind blew, and the fan blades began spinning around. William held up a light bulb that was attached to the machinery. The bulb flickered and died. Then it lit up brightly. “He’s made light!” shouted the crowd, who had gathered below to watch this crazy boy. They were right. William had made electricity. But how?

A few months before, 14-year-old William had been sitting in the library, trying not to think about how hungry he was. This wasn’t an everyday kind of hunger – this was starvation. The maize harvest had failed in Malawi that year and there was hardly anything to eat. People were starving, selling anything they could just to buy a few grains. Nobody had food or much money. William went to the library to learn because his family could not afford to pay his school fees.

A book called Using Energy caught William’s eye. He’d always been interested in how things worked and had spent hours fixing old radios. On the book’s cover was a picture of tall, grey towers with large spinning blades. William was intrigued. He flipped through the pages to find out more. These machines were called wind turbines and they used the energy from wind to make power. This was exciting! If William had a windmill,

The Inventive Ideas of William Kamkwamba

David Dean has illustrated multiple award-winning books and is known for his lively and colourful work, with a strong focus on mood and drama.

Amy Blackwell is a painter, printer, knitter and maker, known for her vivid and stylized portraits. She has over 100k Instagram followers.

The Book of Animal Superheroes

True-life tales of extraordinary animals

Read remarkable stories of dogs who risked their lives to save their human companions. Find out about wartime animals entrusted with special missions. And marvel at the primates who could paint pictures, use sign language and who defended their families.

With plenty of fascinating information on animal intelligence, communications, relationships, conservation and so much more, this book will give you an insight into the exciting lives of our animal friends.

RISE UP

Ordinary Kids with Extraordinary Stories

Be inspired by this amazing collection of true stories from girls and boys all over the world. This book shares the challenges they have faced and overcome, as well as skills and tips for children to use in their own lives.

There are tales of triumphing over illness and injury, to surviving a plane crash in the jungle and ridding our oceans of plastic.

A perfect gift for every fearless child you know, this book is a reminder to dream big and believe in yourself.

£12.99 • Hardback
The Magical Unicorn Society has thrown open its doors once again, and invites all unicorn lovers to enjoy more enchanting tales featuring these elusive creatures.

Discover the story of the Golden Unicorn, trapped in ice for centuries by the terrifying Winter Dragons, Shadow Night unicorns guarding the streets of Victorian London, and the Water Moon unicorns’ underwater paradise.

Find out what happens when all seven unicorn families unite to renew their magic powers — and read what happens when an eighth unicorn family is discovered in the wild. Features a gold-foiled cover.

Discover where it all began in The Magical Unicorn Society Official Handbook. Authored by the M.U.S. president, Selwyn E. Phipps, a learned lover of unicorns, delve into a treasure chest of lore, legends, and the what, where and why of these elusive beasts.

Captivating tales are set alongside pages packed with everything unicorn: from unicorn symbology and history, to what they eat and how to spot them — the ultimate gift for lovers of unicorns and mythology. Features a bronze-foiled cover.

Get creative and colour in everyone’s favourite mythical creatures from the Magical Unicorn Society.

This magical series features artwork from a stunning collaboration of illustrators, Zanna and Harry Goldhawk (Papio Press), Helen Dardik, Rae Ritchie, Oana Befort and Aitch, who combine to create a spellbinding celebration of drama, magic and imagination.
BUSTER’S ACTUALLY FACTUALLY BOOKS

Filled with fiendishly fact-busting entries that dispel myths, explode muddles and eliminate misconceptions, children can delight in being right with Buster’s Actually Factually Books. These books reveal the reality behind the myths that have been mixed up with truth over the years.

THE BUSTER KNOW-HOW SERIES

Be prepared for every eventuality with this series of action-packed survival guides. Read these books to become the ultimate Buster Know-How Expert.
THE BUSTER REFERENCE SERIES

Jam-packed with fascinating facts, these fun and informative books are the perfect gift for children who love to learn.

THE WORLD IN NUMBERS

Did you know that 30 metres of silk can be made by a spider every day, or that 1.3 million Earths could fit inside the Sun?

These numbers, and thousands more, can be found inside this colourful and quirky book, guaranteed to fascinate readers of all ages. From animals and adventures to food, pirates, planets and more, readers will be amazed by the world in numbers.
THE BIG GREEN ACTIVITY BOOK

FUN ECO-FRIENDLY PUZZLES TO COMPLETE

Kids can have fun learning about the environment with this puzzle-packed activity book. Help bees deliver nectar to their hive, clean up the fairground at the end of a busy night, sort the recycling in the kitchen and lots more. Each puzzle has an eco theme and is accompanied by facts about the environment that will inform and inspire young, curious minds.

£9.99 • Paperback • 297 x 210mm • 128pp • Full colour

THE BUSTER BACKPACK SERIES

These backpack books are brimming with games to play and puzzles to complete on the move. Get on board and fill a journey with this treasure-trove of travel activities.
**FLIGHT SCHOOL**
FROM PAPER PLANES TO FLYING FISH, MORE THAN 20 MODELS TO MAKE AND FLY
From a kingfisher to the Wright brothers’ flying machine, this book is packed with exciting models to make and take to the skies. Amazing facts accompany each model, so kids can learn all about the science and history as they go – it’s the ultimate activity book for children who are fascinated by aviation. Created by Mike Barfield.

**POP OUT ART**
POP OUT, CUT OUT AND CREATE
Children can take an activity-packed stroll through their own private gallery full of arty projects and models to doodle on, colour in and pop out. From the earliest cave paintings to modern masterpieces, discover fascinating facts, terrific techniques and celebrated artistic geniuses.
Make Warhol-inspired stencils, create a Duchamps spinning wheel, a mini Fourth Plinth to build, bring Munch’s ‘Scream’ painting to life, and much more. Created by Mike Barfield.

**THE DESTROY THIS BOOK SERIES**
The *Destroy This Book* series is perfect for inquisitive children who love a challenge. There are press-out projects to create, activities to try, and fascinating facts to learn and discover about maths and science.

**FLIGHT SCHOOL**
From a kingfisher to the Wright brothers’ flying machine, this book is packed with exciting models to make and take to the skies. Amazing facts accompany each model, so kids can learn all about the science and history as they go – it’s the ultimate activity book for children who are fascinated by aviation. Created by Mike Barfield.

**POP OUT ART**
POP OUT, CUT OUT AND CREATE
Children can take an activity-packed stroll through their own private gallery full of arty projects and models to doodle on, colour in and pop out. From the earliest cave paintings to modern masterpieces, discover fascinating facts, terrific techniques and celebrated artistic geniuses.
Make Warhol-inspired stencils, create a Duchamps spinning wheel, a mini Fourth Plinth to build, bring Munch’s ‘Scream’ painting to life, and much more. Created by Mike Barfield.

**THE DESTROY THIS BOOK SERIES**
The *Destroy This Book* series is perfect for inquisitive children who love a challenge. There are press-out projects to create, activities to try, and fascinating facts to learn and discover about maths and science.

Mike Barfield is an author, cartoonist and entertainer who has written extensively for TV and radio, with credits as diverse as *Who Wants To Be A Millionaire?* and *The Dennis the Menace and Gnasher Show*. His cartoon drawings have also been displayed in many venues, including The Cartoon Museum, V&A Museum and Museum of London. Mike often performs shows and humour-filled workshops at schools, libraries and festivals across the UK.
Children can join Sherlock Bones and Dr Catson on their incredible adventures and use their math’s skills to crack a trail of puzzling crimes. It’s up to the reader to find the answer to each fiendish problem, and earn mathematical medals as they progress.

The series features content in the KS2 curriculum.

These charming activity books feature Sherlock’s ‘Secret Solver’, a special acetate viewfinder, which reveals the answer to each puzzle when placed over a moiré area. It allows children to test their numeracy skills again and again.
WHERE’S THE SLOTH?
A SUPER SLOTH SEARCH-AND-FIND BOOK
Join Suzi sloth and her pals as they embark on an adventure of a lifetime.
From the busy streets of Delhi to the beaches of Sydney, the sloth squad have 18 exciting cities on their itinerary and spotters must keep their eyes peeled to find all ten sloths in every scene.
There’s so much to explore, including extra bonus items from the Spotter’s Checklist at the back of the book.

WHERE’S THE LLAMA?
A WHOLE LLOTTA LLAMAS TO SEARCH AND FIND
Join an intrepid herd of fun-loving llamas as they ‘alpaca’ their bags and embark on an amazing round-the-world adventure.
From a Chinese ice festival and a Mexican carnival to a hip street market and all the way home to Llama Land, there are 17 intricately illustrated scenes to search and ten terrific llamas to find in every location. Get set for loads of llama drama!

Paul Moran is a UK-based illustrator who has many years of experience in producing artwork for books, magazines and toys. He is the illustrator behind the bestselling Where’s The Meerkat? and Where’s the Unicorn?.
WHERE’S THE BUNNY?

AN EGG-CELLENT SEARCH-AND-FIND BOOK

Illustrated by Chuck Whelon (illustrator of the best-selling Where’s the Mermaid?) this seasonal puzzle challenge will take children on an enchanting journey through their favourite fairy tales and test their spotting skills as they try to find Bunny, ten chocolate eggs and a chirping chick or two.

From searching under the sea with the Little Mermaid to scouring the genie’s cave with Aladdin, this Fairyland hunt is a magical search-and-find adventure.

WHERE’S THE UNICORN?

THE NO. 1 BESTSELLING WHERE’S THE UNICORN?

Meet the unicorns of Rainbow Valley – their globe-trotting, hide-and-seek adventures have become a worldwide sensation and their adoring fans can join in with the magical ride. From a star-studded film premiere and a flamboyant festival, to the bright lights of Broadway and beyond, spotters must seek the colourful blessing in every intricately illustrated scene.

OVER HALF A MILLION COPIES SOLD

£6.99 • Paperback • 280 x 216mm • 48pp • Full colour
LET THE DICE DECIDE

ROLL THE DICE TO CREATE PICTURE AND WORD MASH-UPS

The dice decide the fate of drawings, doodles and stories in this fun fill-in book. Readers can roll a die to create their own creatures, mash up incredible monsters, randomize names, assemble their own superheroes, plot short adventure stories, predict the future and much, much more. With an almost infinite number of possibilities, this fun-filled activity book will keep kids entertained for hours on end.

£6.99 • Paperback • 225 x 225mm • 64pp • Full colour

ODDITIES

SPOT THE ODD ONE OUT

Spot the odd one out among the flowery beards, trendy cycling caps, delicious flat whites and more millennial must-have accessories.

Cool and quirky black-and-white illustrations are accompanied by funny one liners and utterly useless, and odd, trivia.

It’s time to find the oddities in this extreme odd-one-out challenge.

£7.99 • Paperback • 200 x 200mm • 96pp • Full colour

ODD ONE OUT

FIENDISHLY TRICKY SPOTTING PUZZLES TO Boggle YOUR BRAIN

Find the odd pineapple and match up the doughnuts in this extreme search-and-find puzzle book. With odd-ones-out to spot, pairs to find and much more, this bamboozling book will keep readers entertained for hours – all with colourful, cute emoticons and fun facts to learn as they go.

£7.99 • Paperback • 200 x 200mm • 96pp • Full colour

John Bigwood is an illustrator and graphic designer who produces titles for children and adults across a range of genres. John studied Illustration and Animation at Falmouth College of Art and currently lives and works in London.
NEW

DRAW EVERYTHING IN 5 SIMPLE STEPS

Draw beautiful pictures in five simple steps in this inspirational draw-in book.

With 38 drawing projects and space to draw, there’s plenty to keep the creative juices flowing and teach children how to draw delightfully decorative animals, patterns and flowers.

£8.99 • Paperback • 225 x 225mm • 80pp • Black and white

ISBN 9781780556024

HOW TO DRAW A UNICORN & OTHER CUTE ANIMALS

WITH SIMPLE SHAPES AND 5 STEPS

Learn to draw a unicorn and a whole host of cute animal characters in Lulu Mayo’s joyful and quirky style. Using simple shapes and five easy-to-follow steps, drawing has never been more fun or easy.

From a cuddly panda and a jolly llama to a chilled-out sloth and a magical unicorn, there are 30 activities to complete.

£7.99 • Paperback • 230 x 180mm • 64pp • Full colour

ISBN 9781782439394

ISBN 9781780556024

£7.99 • Paperback • 246 x 189mm
80pp • Full colour

ISBN 9781780556845

£7.99 • Paperback • 240 x 170mm
96pp • Black and white

ISBN 9781789291094

£7.99 • Paperback • 230 x 180mm • 64pp • Full colour

ISBN 9781782438397

£7.99 • Paperback • 240 x 170mm
96pp • Black and white

ISBN 9781782439394

ISBN 9781782439394

ISBN 9781782439394

ISBN 9781782439394

ISBN 9781782439394

ISBN 9781782439394

ISBN 9781782439394

ISBN 9781782439394

ISBN 9781782439394

ISBN 9781782439394

ISBN 9781782439394

ISBN 9781782439394

ISBN 9781782439394

ISBN 9781782439394

ISBN 9781782439394

ISBN 9781782439394
MY UNICORN AND ME

MY THOUGHTS, MY DREAMS, MY MAGICAL FRIEND

There’s nothing quite like the special bond that someone has with their unicorn – it’s full of magic and adventure.

This book invites unicorn lovers to record all the important bits, from fact files and drawings to memorable days and favourite things. What’s more, there are quizzes, fill-in stories, dream journals and unicorn quotes to make children feel inspired.

OVER 145,000 COPIES SOLD ACROSS THE SERIES
**BTS: K-POP KINGS**

**THE UNAUTHORIZED FAN GUIDE**

The ultimate fan guide that celebrates BTS, the Korean boy band with a global army of fans. Get the inside scoop with fact files on each band member, their style and what makes them unique. Packed with fascinating facts and sensational secrets around how the band got together and their rise to fame, to their first number one and beyond.

Filled with pages of brilliant photos and including an advanced quiz, this is the ultimate book for ARMYs as well as new K-pop fans everywhere.

---

**BTS AND ME**

**YOUR UNOFFICIAL FILL-IN FAN BOOK**

Packed with fun-filled, fill-in activities, BTS and Me is the perfect way for fans to record all of their favourite things about the hottest Korean boy band. From planning the ideal concert set list to designing outfits for the boys, and from quizzes to finding out which member of the band would be their best friend, this book is the ultimate gift for BTS fans around the world.

---

ISBN 9781780556222
Pub: 11/07/19

ISBN 9781789291148
16pp colour plates

ISBN 9781782439684
8pp colour plates

ISBN 9781780556017
£9.99 • Paperback • 246 x 189mm • 128pp • Full colour

ISBN 9781780556048
£5.99 • Paperback • 198 x 129mm • 96pp • Black and white + 8pp colour plates
**COLOURAMA: POP UP THE PAST**

*3D COLOURING CARDS TO CREATE AND COMPLETE*

Create a miniature museum with 15 history-themed cards to pop up and colour.

From a Viking longboat sailing atop a swirling sea to the sprawling Aztec city of Tenochtitlan, this book showcases the biggest and best moments in human history, all in delightful diorama form, along with fascinating information.

John Paul de Quay originally trained as a biologist and environmental scientist, before turning his hand to illustration. John Paul uses his creative talents to help people engage with science and natural history, bringing humour and energy to these disciplines.

£9.99 inc. VAT • Bound cards • 189 x 260mm • 30pp • Black and white

---

**DINO POPS**

*3D MODELS TO COLOUR*

Dino Pops explores the prehistoric world and brings 12 dinosaurs back to life with a collection of incredible press-out models to create. From a stomping Stegosaurus to a terrific Triceratops, the prehistoric beasts are all illustrated in Jonathan Woodward’s dramatic paper-collage style.

ISBN 9781780555355

---

**JUNGLE POPS**

*3D MODELS TO COLOUR*

Beautifully illustrated by Natasha Durley, children can bring the jungle to life with this collection of 12 striking press-out animal models to create. From a mighty lion to a characterful orangutan and a jazzy giraffe, there's a whole host of characters to discover. Includes two background scenes to display models and fun facts.

ISBN 9781780555362
Discover amazing astronauts, the International Space Station and galaxies far, far away in this bumper book packed full of out-of-this-world activities.

Complete colour quests, mazes and ‘star to stars’ to reveal the hidden images, and learn all about them from the fun facts on the adjacent page.
A MILLION ANIMALS TO COLOUR

Lulu Mayo’s quirky, decorative artwork brings to life a whole host of fabulous animals. From chubby tabbies to charming Pekingese, kooky owls to characterful bears, the Japanese patterns and stunning details make the pictures perfect to colour.

Lulu Mayo is an award-winning illustrator with an eye for the quirky and idiosyncratic. Her work is energetic and often contains humorous and fantastical elements.

She studied illustration at the University of the Arts in London and has designed greeting cards, posters, editorial and much more.

£6.99 • Paperback • 230 x 180mm • 64pp • Black and white

OVER 380,000 COPIES SOLD ACROSS THE SERIES
I HEART COLOURING

This best-selling series is the perfect pocket-sized companion for colouring enthusiasts.

NEW

NARWHALS

ISBN 9781780555623

UNICORNS

ISBN 9781780555522

MERMAIDS

ISBN 9781780555584

EASTER

ISBN 9781780555775

FALL IN LOVE WITH COLOURING

OVER 430,000 COPIES SOLD ACROSS THE SERIES

£5.99 • Paperback • 150 x 150mm • 128pp • Black and white

£7.99 inc. VAT
Paperback • 150 x 150mm
240pp • Full colour

£6.99 inc. VAT
Paperback • 150 x 150mm
128pp • Black and white

£9.99 inc. VAT
Paperback • 150 x 150mm
96pp • Full colour

I HEART COLOURING

I CUTE COLOURING

ISBN 9781780553887

I COLD COLOURING

ISBN 9781780554426

I BAKING COLOURING

ISBN 9781780554488

I CREATIVE PATTERNS

ISBN 9781780554075

I COLOURING CHRISTMAS

ISBN 9781780554051

I COLOURING FLOWERS

ISBN 9781780554013

I COLOURING ORIGAMI

ISBN 9781780554518

I COLOURING DRAWING

ISBN 9781780554414

I COLOURING STICKERS

ISBN 9781780554415
THE AMAZING BOOK OF BEASTS

COLOUR AND DISCOVER

A compendium of ferocious and fierce mythical creatures from around the world to colour and discover. Children can colour the beasts and read all about the legendary creatures – discovering ancient lands and lore.

Featuring a glistening foiled cover and illustrations from New York illustrator, Angela Rizza.
THE PRETTY POSTCARDS SERIES

25 CARDS TO COLOUR AND SEND

OVER 115,000 COPIES SOLD ACROSS THE SERIES

ISBN 9781780554020

Pretty Animal Postcards
25 cards to colour and send

ISBN 9781780554037

Pretty Bird Postcards
25 cards to colour and send

ISBN 9781780553337

Pretty Flower Postcards
25 cards to colour and send

ISBN 9781780553344

Pretty Pattern Postcards
25 cards to colour and send

ISBN 9781780555164

£9.99 • Paperback • 297 x 210mm
68pp • Full colour

ISBN 9781780555799

£6.99 • Paperback • 297 x 210mm
34pp • Full colour

ISBN 9781780555867

£9.99 • Paperback • 370 x 265mm • 42pp • Full colour

£6.99 inc. VAT • Bound postcards • 170 x 120mm • 25 cards • Black and white
BRIGHT SPARKS SERIES NEW

A brand new series for budding brainiacs aged 7–9 from renowned puzzle master Dr Gareth Moore. Bright sparks can use these books to train their brains and amaze their friends and family with their general knowledge and puzzle powers.

BRAIN GAMES FOR BRIGHT SPARKS AGES 7–9

ISBN 9781780556161 Pub: 13/06/19

QUIZ GAMES FOR BRIGHT SPARKS AGES 7–9

ISBN 9781780556178 Pub: 13/06/19

WORD SEARCHES FOR BRIGHT SPARKS AGES 7–9

ISBN 9781780556107 Pub: 31/10/19

JOKES AND RIDDLES NEW

A hilarious collection of hundreds of the funniest jokes. Designed to be easy to read with wonderfully silly illustrations for extra laughs, making this a book that funny kids will love.

JOKES FOR FUNNY KIDS 6 YEAR OLDS

ISBN 9781780556260 Pub: 22/08/19

JOKES FOR FUNNY KIDS 7 YEAR OLDS

ISBN 9781780556253 Pub: 22/08/19

JOKES FOR FUNNY KIDS 8 YEAR OLDS

ISBN 9781780556246 Pub: 22/08/19

Why was the sand wet? Because the sea weed.

What kind of key opens a banana? A monkey.

What do you call a dinosaur fart? A blast from the past.

£4.99 • Paperback • 198 x 129mm • 160pp • Black and white

£4.99 • Paperback • 198 x 129mm • 128pp • Black and white
BUSTER BRAIN GAMES FOR CLEVER KIDS

Kids can put their brainpower to the test in this series of awesome puzzle books. Each featuring timed puzzle games, these titles are sure to challenge young minds to the max – from picture games, logic puzzles, word games, mathematical mind-benders, memory feats and lots more.

Dr Gareth Moore is the bestselling author of a wide range of brain-training and puzzle books for both children and adults. His books have sold over a million copies in the UK alone, and have been published in 29 different languages.

OVER 450,000 COPIES SOLD ACROSS THE SERIES

£4.99 • Paperback • 198 x 129mm • 192pp • Black and white
I’ve got an idea! Why don’t we go to the Andromeda Galaxy right now? If you want to see hamsters doing interesting stuff, it’s the place to go.

My heart lifted at the idea of going off in the spacebin again. I love Harry’s spacebin. It can take us… ANYWHERE IN TIME AND SPACE.

YAY!

OOPS!

YAY!
INTRODUCTION

LOM ART returns for 2019 with a shelf-full of inspiring titles, showcasing the brightest stars of illustration and featuring some of the most original artists around.

We present art history as you’ve never seen it before with A History of Art in 21 Cats. We’ve given watercolour painting the LOM ART treatment with our creative new title Paint Play, and for younger art enthusiasts there’s Pop Out Art, a fun, interactive book that combines model-making with fascinating arty facts and exciting activities.

With a hotly-anticipated new release from LOM ART favourite, Kerby Rosanes, and an original title from Lulu Mayo, Behind Every Great Woman is a Great Cat, 2019 looks set to be another stellar year for LOM ART.

www.mombooks.com/lom  @lomartbooks  @OMaraBooks
PAINT PLAY

21 EASY WATERCOLOUR TECHNIQUES TO EXPLORE

Inspiring, original and fun, Paint Play invites readers to throw away the rule book, pick up their paintbrushes and experiment with a range of unusual art techniques using watercolours. From adding texture using salt to making colourful mono-prints and painting cool safari patterns, there are 21 exciting techniques to explore.

Gorgeous illustrations are accompanied by easy-to-follow instructions in a playful sketchbook style.

Katie Rose Johnston is an artist, creative teacher and graduate of the Royal College of Art. Her aim is to rid watercolour painting of its stuffy reputation and inspire others with happy, childlike marks, bold prints and colourful patterns.

She has exhibited at the V&A, The Royal Academy and Somerset House and runs workshops in painting and illustration. Paint Play is her first book.
Ideal for art enthusiasts and cat lovers alike, Nia Gould showcases the most important moments in the history of art through a cast of quirkily illustrated cats.

From Byzantine art to the Young British Artists, each creative cat is accompanied by an overview of the movement it represents plus a breakdown of the cat’s key features and the artists they apply to.

With a healthy dose of humour and a generous helping of cattitude, A History of Art in 21 Cats offers a unique take on art history.

Nia Gould is an artist, designer, cat-person and graduate of Falmouth University. Working from her studio in Devon she combines her two passions, art and cats, in a series of works featuring felines posing as the world’s most famous artists. A History of Art in 21 Cats is her first book.
BEHIND EVERY GREAT WOMAN IS A GREAT CAT

This compendium of cat lovers showcases over 30 inspirational women, including Florence Nightingale, Taylor Swift and Rosa Luxemburg, who all have one thing in common – their affection towards cats.

Discover the uplifting tales of these cat-loving women, who dared to change and inspire the world alongside their feline friends. Featuring artists, pioneers, writers, humanitarians and many more.

This book celebrates the cat as muse, companion, colleague and emotional support as it explodes the myth of the 'cat lady'. Features a foiled cover.

THE VAN GOGH ACTIVITY BOOK

DISCOVER AND TRY HIS TECHNIQUES FOR YOURSELF

Vincent van Gogh is one of the most famous artists in history. This creative activity book captures the essence of his distinctive style and provides fun, arty activities so readers can try out his techniques for themselves.

Stunning illustrations by Grace Helmer are accompanied by fascinating text, and a fun fold-out timeline features reproductions of Van Gogh's original paintings and sets his work in context.

THE MODERN ART ACTIVITY BOOK

DRAW, PAINT AND COLOUR YOUR WAY THROUGH ART HISTORY

From the Impressionists to Pop Art and beyond, this arty activity book introduces children to the major movements in modern art. Brimming with beautiful illustrations by Ashley Le Quere and accessible text, the reader can learn about different illustrators and artwork styles, before trying out the techniques for themselves. With a fun fold-out timeline.
HOW TO DRAW FOR THE ARTISTICALLY ANXIOUS

Celebrate smudges, embrace wonky lines, erase the stress and discover that drawing is fun. There are over 40 colourful watercolour templates waiting to be transformed into quirky animals and cool characters. A selection of fun features to copy, alongside hilarious prompts, will inspire even the most anxious of artists to embrace drawing and celebrate the perfectly imperfect.

PAPER WORLD

STYLISH PAPER MODELS TO POP-OUT AND CREATE

Paper modelling has been given a cool and colourful makeover by innovative paper artist Helen Friel. From a party piñata to a tropical toucan, an amazing armadillo to a delicious doughnut, these 3D models make the perfect addition to a stylish space.

Templates can simply be pressed out, folded and glued, to create ten super-stylish statement models. Plus, each model comes with a beautifully-designed paper set to help them feel at home.

Helen Friel is a paper engineer based in Sussex. Since graduating from Central Saint Martins in 2009, she has been creating work in paper for both editorial and advertising clients. Her popular workshops attract a trend-conscious crowd who are drawn by her contemporary designs, sophisticated colour palette and couldn’t-be-simpler assembly method. Clients include Etsy, Grazia, Harrods Magazine, Harvard Business Review, Ryanair, The Savoy Hotel, Stylist, Tatler, Ted Baker, TIME, Vanity Fair and Vogue.
WHAT TO DRAW AND HOW TO DRAW IT FOR KIDS

Budding young artists will love learning to draw a whole range of animals, toys and other objects using simple shapes and lines. Each picture is broken down into six easy-to-follow steps. With illustrations by Charlotte Pepper.

FREEDOM TO EXPRESS YOURSELF

An Inspiration Notebook

Everyone has the right to freedom of expression. Through inspirational words and thought-provoking illustrations, this striking notebook explores themes of human rights and freedom. There’s plenty of space for inspired readers to express themselves however they like.

Published in partnership with Amnesty International, the notebook features artwork from over 30 artists from around the world, including Sir Quentin Blake, David Shrigley, Jean Jullien, Meera Lee Patel and Chris Riddell.
COLOURMORPHIA

CELEBRATING KERBY ROSANES’ COLOURING CHALLENGES

A new twist on the bestselling ‘Morphia’ series from Kerby Rosanes, featuring artwork from some of his most talented fans.

With a full-colour section displaying completed artworks from a collection of talented colourists and a selection of Kerby’s best-loved black-and-white line work for the reader to colour themselves, this book is a celebration of everything Kerby. Take inspiration and learn new techniques to bring your own images to life.

WORLDS WITHIN WORLDS

Step into another world in a colouring book that breaks all the rules. Epic doodler Kerby Rosanes allows his wildest imaginings to come to life as he creates microcosms of strange realities with his own unique twist.

Enchanting realms and entire universes are transported to strange and wonderful new habitats and a hidden magic key ‘unlocks’ the next world.

KERBY ROSANES COLOURING

EXTREME COLOURING AND SEARCH CHALLENGES
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